Real Reads and Baker Street Readers offer excellent retellings of key classics of world literature.
Each fitted into a 64-page book. The books make classic stories, dramas and histories available to young readers
as a bridge to the full texts, to reluctant readers as a gentle introduction to a world of wonderful literature,
to language students wanting access to other cultures.
The world’s greatest literature, from William Shakespeare to F. Scott Fitzgerald, from Jane Austen to
the Ramayana, from the New Testament to the Chinese classic Journey to the West are all made accessible
through masterful retellings. Each book reflects the depth and power of the original story, and retains much
of the author’s vocabulary, style and tone.

 Accessible - Ideal for primary and lower secondary age readers, and also for
reluctant readers.
 Terrifically illustrated - Vivid and witty pictures enhance the reader’s
comprehension and enjoyment of the works.
 Cultural Capital - Foster cross-cultural understanding and help the readers
connect with the world’s most important literature and history.
 Supportive - Study section challenges further consideration/discussion, and
provides post-reading activities. Audio are also available.

What is Huck reading about
so intently?

SCAN to watch
An Introduction Video

https://youtu.be/ahL9HfX8m3U

Why is Elizabeth looking so cross?

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice

Mark Twain, Huckleberry Finn

Why has Monkey made
everyone fall asleep?

Wu Cheng’en, Journey to the West

What does Estella honestly think of Pip?

Charles Dickens, Great Expectations

Why Odysseus ever make his way
home again?

Homer, The Odyssey
Will Romeo and Juliet live happily
ever after?

William Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet

Exclusive Distributor:

Did Heathcliff overhear what
Cathy said about him?

Emily Brontë, Wuthering Heights

2330 2533

info@stanfordhouse.com.hk

 CULTURAL CAPITAL - Charles Dickens

 Titles are also available in Baker Street Hardback Library Editions

 CULTURAL CAPITAL - Jane Austen

 CULTURAL CAPITAL - William Shakespeare

 Other Great Classics

SCAN

to view
the SAMPLE PAGES & listen
to the AUDIO EXTRACTS
https://bit.ly/3tBk2WK

https://bit.ly/3wJnoIW

 Religion

 Titles are also available in Baker Street Hardback Library Editions

 UK Curriculum Titles

 American Classics

 Chinese, Indian and Australian Classics

 French, Greek and Scottish Classics

 Russian, Italian and Arabic Classics,
National Folk Tales and Nonfiction

 Titles with Scheme of Work which provide
detailed teacher’s note and suggested activities

T HE C HARACTERS
A useful “cast of characters” list to introduce the
reader to the story’s main protagonists and
antagonists. Each character description asks a
question which intrigues the reader to read
further.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
(Real Reads
- Paperback version)

A CHRISTMAS CAROL
(Baker Street
- Hardback version)

T HE S TORY
Faithfully retold, our authors treat each story
with the respect it deserves –and aim to retell
the classics in the style and voice of the original
authors, often quoting best-known lines.

T AKING T HINGS F URTHER
This section provides historical, social and human context to
the work in hand. It suggests links to useful online resources,
recommends further reading and also TV and films to further
immerse the reader in the story.
“Food for thought” asks challenging and insightful questions
to promote a deeper engagement with the work.

This practical guide identifies a range of opportunities for developing reading skills, and
for talking about books. It also suggests ways of developing readers’ appreciation and
understanding of the cultural and social contexts of these classics as world literature.
The guide is divided into five essential elements of studying narrative texts:
• plot and structure
• language
• character
• context
• themes
Activities are designed to encourage
engagement, strengthen comprehension,
and to support the development of more
complex skills such as inferential reading.

SCAN for a Walkthrough video
https://youtu.be/PFTNEtLiWS0

